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Grounds for Thought (i)
A. What does it take for a student’s 
writing to improve?

B. What impacts that growth:

(i) Study habits?

(ii) Home life?

(iii) Teachers?

(iv) Other factors?

C. What is your personal experience?



Functional Rubrics: Student Example 1
No matter how hard I tried, I couldn’t come up with a single idea. I 

stared listlessly at the thin piece of paper before me. My pencil tapped a 

restless tattoo on the desktop as the blue, printed lines on the sheet 

blurred together into a single mass. I blinked once to separate them 

again, and they realigned into straight rows marching across the stark 

white background. I felt like they were mocking me for not having even 

touched the pencil to the paper for the centuries I had sat there, except 

to quickly scrawl my name- Peggy Smith- in the top corner.



Functional Rubrics: Narrative
● Problems: 

○ Students need feedback for writing.

○ We don’t know what they know.

○ Comparing narratives is subjective. 

○ Strong writers rarely grow.

● Solution: 

○ Use a dynamic summative rubric. 



Functional Rubrics: Systematic Coding and End Notes
No matter how hard I tried, I couldn’t come up with a 

single idea. I stared listlessly at the thin piece of paper 

before me. My pencil tapped a restless tattoo on the 

desktop as the blue, printed lines on the sheet blurred 

together into a single mass. I blinked once to separate 

them again, and they realigned into straight rows marching 

across the stark white background. I felt like they were 

mocking me for not having even touched the pencil to the 

paper for the centuries I had sat there, except to quickly 

scrawl my name- Peggy Smith- in the top corner.

Irony xxx

Hyperbole (1)

Figurative Language xxxxx xxxxx xx

Personification (3)

Sensory Imagery xxxxx x

Sentence Variety

Compound Sentences x



Does It Work?



Above Projected Growth in 2015 (PARCC)



Factors Involved in English 8
● > 50% Economically 

Disadvantaged
● IEPs
● 504 Plans
● Behavioral Plans
● Autism
● Dyslexia
● ADHD
● Visual Impairments

● Gifted
● Athletes
● White
● Black
● Asian
● Hispanic
● Multi-Ethnic
● Non-Native English 

Speakers

The diversity of the 112 
students did not directly 
correlate with the 
results (as we often see).

Improvement was 
consistent regardless of 
background, previous 
educational experience, 
or man-made label.







Why Does It 
Work?



The 
Writing Code
Composition Patterns

Functional Rubrics
Grading Practices



Grounds for Thought (ii)
A. Select one strong sentence from 
your writing (about student growth).

B. Select one weak sentence from 
your writing.

C. Get ready to provide feedback (to 
yourself). 



Composition Patterns (Origins): Noden’s Brush Strokes
In Image Grammar Harry Noden provides colorful grammatical methods:

Appositive Phrases Bob, my cat, ran.

Participle Phrases Hissing, Bob ran.

Absolutes Bob ran, feet pounding.

Adjectives Out of Order My old cat, fat and gassy, ran.

This concept transforms grammar into a literary device.



Composition Patterns: Modification

Jeff Anderson simplified Noden’s “Brush Strokes” in Mechanically Inclined to 
fit simpler categories: Openers, Interrupter Phrases, and Closers (which can 
then also cover more diverse techniques).

Katie Wood Ray identifies numerous others in Wondrous Words.



Composition Patterns: Partial List
Interrupter Phrases

Figurative Language

Sensory Imagery

Paragraph 

Persuasive 

Proposal 

Exemplification

Rhetorical Devices

Transitional Phrases

Sentence Variety

Evidence/Citations 

Action Steps

Introductions

Conclusions

Genres

Sound Devices

Sequencing

The Rule of 3



Composition Patterns: Mentor Texts
Use mentor texts to 
guide students’ 
understanding of 
composition patterns 
(Kittle, Ray, & 
Anderson).

21st century students 
are visual thinkers.



Composition Patterns: “I have a dream...”



What About 
The Writing?



Functional Rubrics: The Bad
Most rubrics are passive - they do not 
require students to do anything. 

Additionally, they tend to be subjective - 
even at their best, they ask for our 
opinion instead of utilizing concrete 
measurements.

Finally, most rubrics don’t assess the 
actual writing or the process of writing.  
They are driven to identify errors.



Grounds for Thought (iii)
A. Identify the claim in your Topic 

Sentence.

B. Identify the Examples that 
support your topic sentence.

C. Identify the Concluding 
Sentence that shows the 
relationship between the topic 
sentence and examples.



Functional Rubrics: Actively Code Writing
Topic Sentence

Examples

Concluding Sentence

● Start simple ~ 3 to 5 concepts, maximum

● Take small steps ~ 2 to 3 concepts at a time

● Practice new skills in mini-lessons

○ 10 to 15 minutes

○ Focus on revision of existing work

■ incorporate student conferencing

■ guide students through peer review

○ Pace matters

● Summatively, students should apply all.



Functional Rubrics: Student Example 2 
Beowulf, a high born that everyone might look toward, knew that he was the chosen one to defeat Grendel and 

keep his name of fame. “It bothers me to have to burden anyone with all the grief Grendel has caused” (Heaney 475). 

Beowulf, feeling bad for what has happened to the townspeople, decides he needs to do something and save them. I 

felt like I was in Beowulf's shoes when I stepped in the batter's box in the bottom of the 7th inning with two outs and 

everyone looked at me to do something special. Unlike myself in this situation Beowulf was successful in keeping 

his name of fame as he defeated Grendel with his own two hands and heroically saved all the townspeople. No 

matter the odds, Beowulf was willing to do anything he could to satisfy his culture of fame and accomplish what all 

others could not.



Functional Rubrics: Scaffolding Toward Success



What About 
the Grading?



Grading Practices: Metacognitive Reflection
“The major change in the way I 
think about my essay is, I need 
to rely on my own thoughts, and 
just let my creativity flow I catch 
myself trying to force certain 
things into my essay that are 
unneeded. In my first draft, I 
was forcing Fosters thoughts 
and explaining Harry Potter and 
not showing the main point of 
my essay.”

“I took out almost three quarters of a page of 
summary. I rambled on with four different 
examples in this paragraph of what Arthur 
discovered. I threw the examples out there, 
but did not explain them well enough. As a 
result, my paper seemed aloof and off topic, 
confusing some of my peer editors. I trimmed 
down the examples, picking the better ones, 
and explaining them well. As a result, my 
paper stays better on topic and remains 
interesting, rather than droning on about 
random examples.”



Grading Practices: Their Success = Our Success
They win, we win. They lose, we lose.



Grading Practices: 9th Grade AIR Results 2016  Between 
2015 to 2016, 
the students 

(many of 
whom I had in 

2014-15), 
grew by nearly 

10% based 
upon an 

adjusted scale 
of both the 

PARCC and 
the AIR.



Above Average 9th Grade AIR results in 2017... one catch



Grading Practices: The “Lowest” Third
“I teach IEP students... I started with students just highlighting the basic parts of 
the paragraph - topic sentence, three or more supporting sentences and the 
concluding sentence... slowly adding the requirement to highlight other elements.”

“I used an extremely simple rubric - it's more like a checklist.  This was easier for 
my IEP students to understand.  It also took some instruction to get them to 
highlight correctly. It is a little tedious at first with low functioning students, but I 
think it is worth it.”  

“They also are truly learning to edit their own work before submitting it to me.  I 
have even seen less errors in just their basic spelling, punctuation and word usage 
- without having to emphasize it.  I really believe this method can work on any 
level.” 

Helena Ritchey
High School English

Wayne County Career Center 



Grading Practices

Progressive, Scaffolded Rubrics cut down on unproductive grading time for 
teachers while building confidence in learners.

Progressive Rubrics for Seniors

Progressive Rubrics for 8th Graders

Good-E-Bag

https://docs.google.com/a/woosterk12.org/document/d/1IQ4WFPXrYijemp05bf07mHf-OQwo4sLpwBHBDDrsES4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/woosterk12.org/document/d/1IQ4WFPXrYijemp05bf07mHf-OQwo4sLpwBHBDDrsES4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/woosterk12.org/document/d/1IQ4WFPXrYijemp05bf07mHf-OQwo4sLpwBHBDDrsES4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/woosterk12.org/document/d/1IQ4WFPXrYijemp05bf07mHf-OQwo4sLpwBHBDDrsES4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ivli80RlAvc0jdeOYwBs_UvNvg9BU-IKQcmI7TSrJhg/edit#heading=h.l1agc8k4ldnr
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ivli80RlAvc0jdeOYwBs_UvNvg9BU-IKQcmI7TSrJhg/edit#heading=h.l1agc8k4ldnr
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ivli80RlAvc0jdeOYwBs_UvNvg9BU-IKQcmI7TSrJhg/edit#heading=h.l1agc8k4ldnr
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MNS_ChI_CwxsVubycY7RzbPv0LC6MBXsNJ2etqihxyM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MNS_ChI_CwxsVubycY7RzbPv0LC6MBXsNJ2etqihxyM/edit?usp=sharing
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Questions?


